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Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite North American Climbs is the magnum opus of the greatest
American climber of the past century. Fred’s intimate, detailed knowledge of the mountains and
climbs he chronicles here create an unparalleled guidebook and must-have for every climber’s
bookshelf – as well as a great read for any armchair adventurer. Filled with hand-drawn climbing
topos, photos, narrative description, side notes and 40 extra climbs of note in each of the eight
geographical regions. This is the guide for every climber’s bookshelf.
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live on an astounding planet, punctuated by mountains on every continent. The mere presence
of mountain ranges has long drawn the human imagination as an invisible force. Some say



mountains have a “psychic gravity” enticing us into their grip. There is a magic among great
peaks as a location of splendor, where changing light plays games with intense colors, affecting
the tones of snow and ice and many gleaming ridge outlines.Mountain peaks have long filled
humanity with a sense of the supernatural, and in ancient times were holy places, and in some
cultures were considered sacred – the abode of the great spirit. In Asia, millions of the devout
regard the Himalaya as the dwelling place of gods and a pathway to the heavens. Certainly the
potentially dangerous nature of such mountains has tightened their grip on the human
imagination.Climbing teaches us persistence and courage, while building confidence. When an
ascent has gone well, it can bring an intense feeling of satisfaction, but a precarious ascent can
bring fear. We may need to make meaningful decisions rapidly and a commitment to continue or
descend. Strategy may be more important than strength, endurance, or quickness. The addition
of risk brings out a special alertness – one similar to hunting a dangerous beast. As David
Roberts has pointed out in The Mountain of My Fear, without risk, climbing would be just another
game.Climbing is never wholly predictable, and from this uncertainty a richness may arise. It is
important not to diminish the spirit of climbing and eliminate all risk. To reduce all commitment
lessens the spirit and engagement of the adventure.The British climber Al Alvarez wrote about
the pleasure of risk and how climbing brings out alertness. “When a climb has gone well, it is an
intense sense of physical well-being,” he wrote. “Climbing … is a paradoxical intellectual
pastime… . Each pitch becomes a series of specific local problems… . Each move has to be
worked out by a kind of physical strategy, in terms of effort, balance, and consequences.”To
reduce the chance of an accident, competent climbers develop a balanced relationship with
fear, an awareness of danger, and turn their mental energy into positive means to overcome
problems. Both instinct and acquired judgment are developed from experience. One learns
about choices, when to push limits, where to avoid stonefall, where to belay, and when to turn
back.While the Alps were long feared and considered to be the home of dragons, demons, and
evil spirits, these negative thoughts diminished when English gentlemen became alpine tourists
in the mid-18th century. In 1786, Mont Blanc was climbed, and soon after, men of distinction
stirred a dismissal of fear and dislike of high peaks. A passion for climbing certainly influenced
Edward Whymper, who became enamored with the Swiss Alps in 1860, and five years later led
his party up the Matterhorn.Another Briton, James Outram, later came under the spell of the
Canadian Rockies. He exulted, “There is a wonderful fascination about mountains. Their
massive grandeur … splendour of striking outline” when giving reasons to scale the heights.
Many have attempted to explain this vexing question – one that defies rational explanation – and
so George Mallory’s reply, “Because they are there” became a cliché for the public. The simple
joys and thrills of climbing, and its risks and commitments, were given an explanation by Guido
Rey in Peaks & Precipices: Scrambles in the Dolomites & Savoy published in 1914.“This was my
first climb of the year, and as I was experiencing again in all its perfection the joy of alpine life, a
joy unparalleled, pervading body and soul, different from all other human joys, compounded of
countless almost indefinable sensations – sensations begotten of changing scenes, the



lightness of the air, the solitude which is about us and the peace which is within us; of the sense
of height, the expectation of danger, the thrill of freedom… .”Growing up in the Pacific Northwest,
the craggy peaks of two mountain ranges were often visible, and their impressive outlines
caught my interest. At a youthful age I became fascinated by landscapes, and also learned to
finesse the conflicting demands of wild nature for a certain freedom from convention, as
embodied in conservative parents and their friends. As a Boy Scout in Seattle I participated in
forest and mountain hikes, where I became enamored with the wilderness. Here I found an
addiction, camaraderie, scenic rewards, and a great outlet for energy.My epiphany was the
ascent, with a Boy Scout troop, of Mt. Olympus in Washington, where I became more aware of
the ceaseless interplay of earth-shaping forces and the techniques of ascending a shining,
crevassed glacier. Another of my first wilderness experiences was an ascent of Mt. Triumph, an
isolated rock horn in the North Cascades. While standing on the summit and surveying the
surroundings with a sense of awe, I felt a kinship with the noble, almost unbelievable peaks and
tumbling glaciers.As I became consumed with mountaineering puzzles, I found an opportunity to
make my own decisions that lasted far beyond the boundaries of team sports. I discovered that
climbing required making meaningful decisions, practicing the facets of strategy, and a
commitment difficult to equal in daily life. There was a freedom from constraints, and an intensity
and happiness after a safe return. In particular, the summer of 1940 and 1941 brought
challenging first ascents in the Cascade Range – ones that developed self-reliance,
perseverance, responsibility, and had a seductive effect. Success, ambition, and an insatiable
curiosity about greater ranges spurred my quest to undertake a six-week expedition in 1942 to
Mt. Waddington in Canada, where my brother and I found our expectations almost exceeded our
brief backgrounds. In time, we became comfortable with our isolation. Very likely we were
considered to be eccentric nonconformist teenagers – yet creative with planning and technical
advances.The Alaska Panhandle’s stellar peaks became my next alpine obsession, one
combining a creative approach to climb Kates Needle and Devils Thumb, which I made with Bob
Craig and Cliff Schmidtke in 1946. Our victories were narrow, but led to more optimism. During
the following summer I joined a large team with the fixed purpose of climbing remote unclimbed
peaks in the British Columbia Coast Mountains east of Mt. Waddington. Mt. Asperity was our
zenith, but an avalanche on Serra II brought a fatality and nearly ended my existence.
Successive expeditions to the Juneau Icefield were productive, with skiing traverses that led to
new technical ascents.The Alaska Range beckoned in 1954, my adventures beginning with a
new route on Mt. McKinley, to be followed by success on unclimbed and dangerous Mts.
Deborah and Hunter with Heinrich Harrer and Henry Meybohm. Continuing mountaineering
expeditions to numerous Alaskan mountains resulted in rewarding exploratory ventures. Yet the
Cascade Range, Sierra Nevada, Wind River Mountains, Canadian Rockies, Bugaboos, and
Coast Mountains also lured me into productive challenges. In a quite different arena, the
Southwest desert brought both frustrations and triumphs on Shiprock, the Great White Throne,
and numerous unclimbed freestanding monoliths.The majesty, allure, and history of a cherished



selection of peaks and routes in North America are portrayed in 100 Hundred Favorite Climbs.
The choices range among ascents that have given me a special sense of satisfaction and
accomplishment; climbs with aesthetic appeal, climbs with a range of difficulty, and what the
pundits have touted.The descriptions between the covers of this book include climbing history,
the geographical setting, occasional anecdotes, and a summary of advice. I have attempted to
avoid the typically terse imperatives of guidebook prose, but have included vital access and
route details. Despite the assistance of photographs, descriptions, maps, and topos, finding a
way among the many puzzling features of a complicated route or alpine peak may still be a
serious challenge, with possible penalties arising from poor judgment and lack of
competence.Each of the exceptional ascents in this volume has something special to offer – be
it steep cracks on a classic wall, a soaring buttress with little escape, high exposure on a rock
tower, moderate to difficult snow and ice, or the undertaking of a massive mountain in the far
north that may require an expeditionary effort. Altitude of the peak or route is irrelevant (although
my choices are routes four or more pitches in length). All of these ascents have a specific
appeal, and are a balance of moderate effort, occasional boldness and risk, stress, and
sometimes much labor. The span of my presented climbs ranges from the scalloped cornices of
Mt. Deborah, the ice-plastered faces of Mt. Robson, the inimitable Bugaboos, the honed
pinnacles on Forbidden Peak, the granite knobs on Charlotte Dome, to the dizzying sandstone
of Zion.Perhaps only a small circle of alpinists will be interested in following the more audacious
routes presented here. Certainly some of the targets represent a time-consuming boldness and
will not appeal to everyone. Other, more moderate routes may well have a greater attraction,
especially for the weekend climber.Fred Beckey, August 2011Notes to the ReaderCLIMBING
TOPO LEGENDTOPOGRAPHIC MAPSUnited States:U. S. Geological Survey mapsMap
Distribution Center, Denver Federal CenterDenver, CO 80225(303) 202–4700 or (888) 275–
8747Alaska:U. S. Geological SurveyEarth Science Information Center4230 University
DriveAnchorage, AK 99508(907) 786–7011Canada:National Topographic SeriesCanada Map
Office130 Bentley Avenue, Nepean, ON KIA OE9(613) 952–7000 or (800) 465–6277In
Vancouver:Geological Survey of Canada625 Robson Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 5J3(604)
666-0271In Calgary:Geological Survey of Canada3303 33rd Street N. W., Calgary, AB T2L
2A7(403) 292–7000Mexico:Pacific Travelers Supply12 West Anapamu StreetSanta Barbara, CA
93101–3108(805) 963–4438(800) 546–8060Legal DisclaimerNo matter how informative, words
on paper – what the author and publisher have given you here – are not a substitute for common
sense and experience in the mountains. Your safety when you climb is your own responsibility.
No guide (this one included) can be accurate all of the time. Routes and conditions (both rock
and weather) can change, equipment gets modified, gear varies in quality and characteristics,
and no two climbers are exactly the same in terms of strengths and weaknesses.This guide is
here to help show you the path, but if something in it doesn’t seem right, follow your gut. Always
use your own best judgment when exploring any of the trails, routes, or features this book
describes. When you’re the one on the rock, you’re the expert, so rely on what you see around



you and what you know about your abilities before taking any risks. Bottom line: It’s your neck, so
use your head.NOMENCLATUREReaders may be confused by the absence of the apostrophe
in possessive names. There has been inconsistency in publications and other written material.
Geographic boards have ruled that a feature with a possessive name (such as Devils Thumb)
should not have an apostrophe once it appears on government maps. For informally named
features (such as Lover’s Leap), the apostrophe is used.ALTITUDES AND DISTANCESI am
using imperial altitude and distance figures for subjects in the United States and metric figures
for Canada, and will conform to the figures given on U.S.G.S. and N.T.S. (Canada) maps. As an
example, Mt. Rainier’s official altitude is 14,410 feet, which translates to 4,392 meters. Not all
resources will provide the same metric equivalent.In numerical conversions, I may have
introduced small errors. Recent gravity, satellite, and triangulation measurements could lead to
different results. Any cited summit altitude is a surveyed elevation, with the last figure significant
(the citation of too many significant figures is not warranted by the underlying data). One cannot
use the actual figures of a map to check the conversion ratio between imperial and metric
units.Introductionby Barry BlanchardFred and Helmy Beckey sat on the gunwales of the gas-
powered boat and watched the glowing skin of the Pacific glide past. Moonlight flashed from
wave fronts like quicksilver as the massive silhouettes of the red cedar, western hemlock, and
Sitka spruce that regimented the shoreline of Knight Inlet passed by like an army of leviathan
black knights. It was July 1, 1942. Jim Stanton piloted the boat, just as he had done for 15
mountaineering expeditions over the past two decades. Stanton, a local pioneer trapper and
hunting guide, had to wonder; the Beckeys looked to be in their teens, just boys. How could they
hope to measure up to the coastal rain forest and a peak like Mt. Waddington? The mountain
had existed off the known surface of the map – in the white space – until the late 1920s.Several
days earlier, in Vancouver, the Beckey boys had knocked on the door of Don and Phyllis
Munday. In 1925, the husband and wife team caught a glimpse behind the shroud of weather
and inaccessibility that cloaked the unmapped and unnamed mountain. The black blade of the
summit thrust from silver glaciated shoulders like a spearpoint piercing armor. They called it
Mystery Mountain and over the next decade devoted hundreds of days in five attempts to climb
it. They reached its lower Northwest Peak twice, but never the main, true, summit; yet those
attempts shaped their destiny as exploratory mountaineers in the Coast Range.Fred and Helmy
ate it up over tea and crumpets, each morsel of firsthand information taken in with respect and
relish. The smoldering fire of desire sparked to blue flame deep inside Fred’s belly; here the
words that he’d unearthed from the Seattle Mountaineers’ library were being spoken by the
authors – living history. And Fred knew the rest of the history; he’d dug for it, an aspect of his
makeup that would set him apart from other mountaineers.Mystery Mountain was triangulated in
1926 and confirmed in 1927. That same year it was named in honor of Alfred Waddington, who
in 1862, had been granted a charter to build a road from the head of Bute Inlet up the Homathko
Canyon to the Chilcotin gold rush. Work began, but ended with the tragic massacre of the work
party by Chilcotin Indians in April 1864.Between 1933 and 1936 strong teams mounted another



10 attempts on the mountain. None could crack the steep rock of the summit blade. Alec
Dalgleish, a young climber from Vancouver, fell to his death on the southwest slopes of the
mountain in 1934. Mt. Waddington became the most sought after peak in North America, a
cause célèbre for mountaineers. Richard Leonard, a member of the 1935 California Sierra Club
attempt, wrote, “Can Mt. Waddington be climbed? That seems to be the question on the lips of
most mountaineers… .”Partnered with Bill House, Fritz Wiessner, the finest mountaineer of his
era in North America, brought the answer in 1936. House and Wiessner left their tent at 2:45 am
on July 20. Twelve and a half hours later they stood on the summit. Their route was the hardest
mountaineering route in North America and was featured on the cover of the Illustrated London
News.On that July 1 dawn in 1942, Stanton skidded the keel into the gravel and silt outwashes
of the Franklin River. Fred and Helmy scampered to unload over a month of supplies. Wooden
pack frames were stacked to 70 pounds, shouldered, and they began the hard work of ferrying it
all up the seven miles to Last Valley Camp. Brush overlapped the meager trail from both sides
and it was often hard to see their feet. Windfall crisscrossed the path and all of it had to be
climbed over, or bushwhacked around. Man-high mazes of alder barricaded the edges of
streams that had swelled from raging to torrential with the addition of summer snowmelt and
glacial runoff. The spiked and needled limbs of devil’s club bit into outreaching hands. When
they stopped, mosquitoes and blackflies went to work on them. Rain fell 12 out of every 24
hours. In the hard hours it pounded down from a gray sky that sat atop the sea like
sediment.This slope of the Coast Mountains gets 200 inches of rain a year. Fred and Helmy’s
finger pads blanched to white, then wrinkled to prune-flesh. Water dribbled from their cap rims,
ran down their ribs. The only time that they were dry was during the nights passed in the hut built
by the Mundays on Saffron Creek.By July 12 they had a camp established at Icefall Point, 13
miles up the Franklin Glacier and 20 miles up from the boat landing. It rained and it snowed;
Waddington looked to be “in poor shape for climbing.” Helmy and Fred loaded 70-pound packs,
strapped on five-foot-long skis, and lit off to find a way onto the Tiedemann Glacier. A storm
dumped two feet of snow on their tent while they lay trapped for 36 hours at 9,500 feet – the
head of Ice Valley. On July 15 they abandoned their camp and returned 28 miles to Knight Inlet
to ferry more supplies to Icefall Point.The weather turned for the better and they returned to the
9,500-foot camp, then skied a long traverse via the Waddington Glacier to the head of the
Splendour Glacier. A risky and trying descent of that chaos of crevasses and icefalls saw them
trudge onto the Tiedemann wounded and weary. Fred discovered a devil’s club thorn embedded
in his knee. The joint was tight with infection. Helmy had strained his back in a slip. Yet their
youth shone through, for they felt “rather badly about not being able to climb on the Tiedemann
Peaks. Failures as well as successes accompany the mountaineer.”After several days of
recuperation they reascended and skied up Mt. Munday.On August 5, 36 days after stepping
over the gunwale of the boat, Fred and Helmy were camped below the South Face of Mt.
Waddington, still the hardest alpine route on the continent. The brothers left at 4:00 am the next
morning. Loose snow over 55-degree ice demanded step cutting. A bypass on verglas-coated



rock took time, as did a traverse on rotten rock to the snowfield in the middle of the face. They
encountered glare ice and soft snow that sucked them in to the waist. The sun pried ice and rock
from the face and fusillades of debris thumped into the moist snow around them, pocking it like
road signs that have been blasted by shotguns. The second kept watch and shouted to the
leader when the avalanches cut loose. At 4:00 pm Fred changed into tennis shoes. Where the
rock was wet he pulled felt liners over them.The sun loosed chunks of ice down the summit
chimney climbed by Wiessner and House so Fred opted to climb the face to the right. He clung
and weaved, tested holds and attempted moves only to down climb and rethink and try again.
Water was running from the edge of a slab. Fred had imagined that to be the case from below
and had pulled the felt liners over his tennis shoes in foresight. He eased onto the soaked slab,
mentally congratulating himself for having the felts on, then he pounded in another piton. The
lead took him two hours. At 8:30 pm the two young brothers stood on the summit of Mt.
Waddington.They bivouacked on a ledge 150 feet below the summit. Their retreat was called
midafternoon on the next day when the sun brought the lower mountain to life with rockfall. At
6:30 pm they began roping down. Four hundred feet lower the clatter of rockfall came; soon the
sky was screaming. Helmy felt the white pain of a hit to his left knee. Blood was splattered over
his khaki pants, sprayed onto the snow. A chip of bone had fractured from his femur and the only
way that Fred could stop the blood oozing from a severed vein was with direct pressure. He
scuttled his younger brother to shelter and dressed the wound. “It will all be OK in the morning
Helmy.” They sat out another night. Helmy had turned 17 that day; Fred was two years older.
They made camp early the next morning and on August 16 they made it back to Knight
Inlet.News that two unknown teenagers from Seattle had made the second ascent of Wiessner’s
testpiece set the North American climbing community on its ear. A knockout punch; boys
undercutting the foundations of men. One of those times when the earth’s crust shifts below you
and you lose your sense of anchorage. James Monroe Thorington, the editor of the American
Alpine Journal, added a footnote to the very first page of Fred’s trip report supporting the
brothers’ experience as mountaineers. Was he anticipating disbelief? Shouts of fraud?Ed
Cooper, a contemporary and future partner of Fred’s, a man who at one time competed with
Fred to be the best on rock in the Pacific Northwest, recently stated, in a voice quavering with
respect, “They absolutely laid it on the line there. I mean, approaching Waddington on foot,
bushwhacking, just the two of them. They were completely alone. There was no rescue.”Twenty-
six-year-old Colin Haley, a present-day mountaineering phenomenon, is often called the young
Fred Beckey, owing to his youthful headlong leap into the high-stakes game of alpinism,
primarily in the Cascades. Colin elegantly frames Fred’s climb of Waddington for the 21st
century, “Fred and Helmy’s second ascent of Mt. Waddington, at nineteen and seventeen years
old, would be the equivalent today of two teenage brothers making the second ascent of
Gasherbrum IV’s west face in alpine style.”—Wolfgang Paul Friedrich Beckey was born in the
suburbs of Dusseldorf, Germany, on January 14, 1923. Times were hard, if not desperate, and
his father, Klaus, a physician and surgeon, and mother, Marta Maria, an opera singer, decided to



immigrate to Seattle in 1925.Fred was born to individualism. As a boy he hungered for
something that would engage his mind and make Herculean demands of his body. It has been
said that serious climbers don’t pick climbing; rather, climbing picks them. A friend that he’d
made on a Seattle Mountaineers climbing course introduced him to rock climbing on the 19-foot-
high “Big Rock” – a piece of mountain cleaved clean and carried away by the ancient Vashon
glacier. That glacier retreated 14,000 years ago and left the Big Rock standing in what would
become suburban Seattle. The mountain had come to Fred.The boy’s hands touched the rock
that the glacier had carried and the mountains took root in his heart, an orogeny slowly sculpted
his soul. In time he would hold the whole of the North American Cordillera in his chest and he
would become more intimate with the backbone of this continent than any other human being.
Fred went to the mountains.He was 13 years old when he stood on top of Boulder Peak, a 5,600-
foot-high summit in the Olympic Mountains. He’d climbed the peak alone. On July 2, 1939, Fred,
Clint Kelley, and Lloyd Anderson succeed in climbing Mt. Despair, a mountain that the Seattle
Mountaineers had once deemed unclimbable. It was the first time that the mountain had been
climbed, period. Fred would stand on three more virgin peaks in the Cascades that summer. The
boy had found his calling. Now, how to create a lifestyle that granted him unfettered time to climb
from June 1 to September 30 each and every year?Firstly, Fred realized early that climbing
didn’t really cost him that much. He could scrounge and scam a lot of what he needed.
Secondly, he completed a degree in business administration at the University of Washington
and went to work selling high-end print: newspaper and magazine space, brochures, corporate
reports.PHOTO FRED BECKEY COLLECTION“Fred would take a job selling print and keep it for
eight months, and he could pick up these jobs on demand,” John Rupley said, after he’d told me
in a reverential voice wrapped firmly in the undaunted respect of true friendship, “I will not say
anything derogatory about Fred Beckey.” John made first ascents with Fred from 1956 to 1979,
the first being Lincoln Peak, a satellite of Mt. Baker, and the last, Mt. Foresta, an 11,000-foot
peak in the St Elias. John was 77 when I talked with him, a professor emeritus of biochemistry at
the University of Arizona. Within the first sentence I knew that I was conversing with a disciplined
and powerful mind, one that did not grant praise flippantly.—In 1954, Fred Beckey and Henry
Meybohm, a German skier recently immigrated and patrolling in Fairbanks, accomplished the
greatest trifecta in the history of North American mountaineering. Flying from Fairbanks on May
2 with Dr. Donald McLean, Capt. William D. Hackett, and Charles R. Wilson, they landed on
frozen Lake Minchumina, transferred to a smaller plane, and continued to another icebound lake
at the foot of the Straightaway Glacier. The start of the unclimbed northwest buttress of Mt.
McKinley lay 17 miles up glacier; they strapped on snowshoes and started climbing.Fred had
only been invited onto the long-planned expedition one month earlier and, “Wishing to add to my
experience of three previous Alaskan expeditions (none in the Alaska Range), and not being
involved with a serious romance at the time, I decided affirmatively rather quickly.” Two days later
they had established a camp at Peters Pass. On May 6 the bulk of their supplies were to be put
down on the Peters Glacier via landings, but the airplane was driven onto the glacier by



downdrafts and flipped.This all went down out of sight, and the climbers were unaware until the
pilot and his wife strolled into their camp! “upsetting everything, including a pot of tea!” The
couple were guests of Fred and crew for three days of storm with the wind screaming to 100
mph, then they were escorted back down to the frozen lake and rescued by a USAF helicopter.
Unfortunately their $7,000 aircraft was uninsured, and the whole expedition could have come to
naught had it not been for the Air Rescue Service pitching in to parachute drop the remainder of
the climber’s supplies.For two and a half weeks the five men worked their way up the virgin ridge.
The route’s challenges: three rock outcrops at 11,000, 13,000, and 15,000 feet. The highest
outcrop was the hardest, and Fred took on this crux, pounding three pitons to anchor the ropes,
the first iron driven into McKinley and a new level of difficulty on the mountain. The weather had
been fine, progress swift, and by Camp V at 17,400 feet, half of the men were suffering from
headaches – altitude sickness. Dr. McLean injected them with a pituitary hormone that cranked
up adrenalin and was thought to help in stressful situations. Fred’s pituitary gland was fine, so he
had none of it. On May 26, the five of them crammed into one tent at 18,500 feet, and the next
day they all made it to the north summit and returned to the sardine-can situation inside the
tent.They waited four days for a shot at the main, south, summit, but never got a break. The fuel
finally ran out and they began the long descent. Four days back to Peters Basin, then 40 miles
out over the tundra, where the bugs were so bad that they could hardly sleep in tents that had no
netting. Fred got stalked by a grizzly. When Fred’s companions shouted a warning and he stood
up, the bear stood up as well – two feet taller than Fred. Both animals ran … in different
directions.Back in Fairbanks, Fred and Henry were joined by Heinrich Harrer – who had led one
of the greatest lives of adventure of the 20th century – to attempt Mt. Deborah. At 12,540 feet, it
was the unclimbed crown of the Hayes Range, a perfect glittering pyramid of ice and snow that
radiated light like a cathedral alight with candles. After that they would fly to the broad, squat
bastion of Mt. Hunter.On June 17, Fred got out of the ski plane alone with the food. He spent a
leisurely couple of hours sitting on the gear pile and reading Edith Hamilton’s The Greek Way to
Western Civilization amid sagging crevasse bridges on the Yanert Glacier. Henry and Heinrich
arrived, and the threesome started postholing toward the first of two icefalls that would lead
them to their objective, the crystalline south ridge of Mt. Deborah. Fred described that chaotic
cascade of crevasses and tottering ice blocks – the first icefall – as Byron’s “frozen hurricane,”
and herein we catch a glimpse into Fred’s lifelong passion for reading, scholarship, and writing.
He’d published his first title, Climber’s Guide to the Cascade and Olympic Mountains of
Washington, in 1949, and had meticulously revised it for subsequent editions.Two days later the
dawn was “clear and brilliant.” Fred, Heinrich, and Henry crawled along the feathery spine of the
south ridge. Cornices cantilevered over drops that Fred observed to be “amply appalling in
magnitude.” Latticework towers of rime stood in formation, guarding the summit, and Heinrich,
then Fred, and finally Henry spent hours excavating a trench through vertical matrices of ice
crystals spot welded and suspended in air. Their safety demanded that if one fell the others
should jump off the other side.“As we stepped onto the summit at 9:45 pm, it was our unanimous



conclusion that Deborah was the most sensational ice climb any one of us had ever undertaken,”
wrote Fred in his 1955 trip report.As with much of the ascent, the descent was only safe at night
when the mountain was locked up with frost. They retreated through the golden glow of the
brumal dusk. Mist held them in base camp until the 24th, and then they flew to Talkeetna, only to
sit out more weather.On June 29, 1954, the weather broke. Fred, Heinrich, and Henry landed on
the Kahiltna Glacier not a mile and a half from Hunter. They cached gear and snowshoed to the
west ridge of the mountain carrying light packs. That day they unraveled the first third of the
ridge, then returned to their cache, where it stormed for two days. On July 1 they committed to
the ridge. Packs were hauled, cornices broke, steep ice slopes demanded front pointing, and 13
bucket seats were cut into concrete-gray ice for belays with ice pitons. A single longitudinal
crevasse granted a breach through the overhanging wall that fortified the summit plateau – the
“golden gate.” Postholing across the horizontal half mile of the plateau took from midnight until 4
in the morning. At dawn on July 5 they climbed onto the top. “Hunter had been climbed! A great
climb!” There is a perfect black-and-white photo of the three of them on top. Fred is in his prime,
31 years old, three magnificent mountain climbs accomplished in a little over two months,
including two virgin summits; you can see pure joy in his face.Then they descended to the
glacier and walked 44 miles out of the wilderness.Three aspects of Deborah and Hunter pushed
the bar higher than Fred had seen on his previous Alaskan expeditions: the size of the cornices,
the timing of the sun exposure, and, lastly – but directly related to the sun – avalanches. Fred,
ever cautious, added two pages called “A Word of Caution” to his American Alpine Journal
report, addressing these hazards and outlining his team’s strategies.—Fred has always worked
telegraphs and letters well, but it is on the phone that he has really shone. Long-distance phone
calls have always been expensive, but placing collect calls that don’t get accepted is free, and
Fred’s favorite price has always been free. In the 1950s he developed a system of coded collect
calls. If the recipient got a call from Mr. X, that confirmed a meeting at a prearranged place and
time to attempt a foreplanned peak. Calls from Mr. Y or Mr. Z led to other peaks.Long-distance
directory assistance used to be free, so Fred would call the compass points and ask the
operators what the weather was like, chatting them up in the belief that the weather was always
good for climbing somewhere within an 18-hour drive of wherever you were. If you learned that
the sun was shining – and given the assumption that many operators are comely lasses – there
was, as it were, a double incentive to go.Yvon Chouinard was 18 years old when he started
climbing with Fred. Fred, the master alpinist, was into the pink and black Thunderbird era of what
would grow to be a legendary car history. Yvon, the neophyte, hopped in, and they headed north
for Canada. In Seattle, Fred pulled into a telephone pickup bar, dragged Yvon in, and sat him
down with a soda, then took up a naughty conversation with a gal at an opposite table. “I was
dying, man, just dying.” Yvon remembers today, “I mean, there was Fred talking it up with this
dirty blonde, and all I wanted to do was get out of there and get into the mountains … just
dying.”Tim Auger recently retired as the head of Mountain Rescue for Banff National Park.
During Fred’s pink Thunderbird era he was a student at the University of British Columbia and



occasional conscript for Fred’s projects on the Squamish Chief. Day one, the telephone
rang:“Tim, Fred Beckey here, what’s the weather like up there?”“Where are you,
Fred?”“Reno.”Day two, phone rang and the first two sentences were the same. Fred’s
whereabouts this time: “Seattle.”Day three, ring-ring!“Where are you, Fred?”“Vancouver.”“For
Christ’s sake, Fred, step out of the phone booth and take a look!”—If you are able to answer
“Yes” to the question “Have you got any Fred Beckey calls yet?” it means that you’ve made it; you
are on the main screen of North American mountaineering. My first Beckey call came in the mid
1980s. Right out of the blue. I’d never met Fred, yet there he was on my message machine when
I got back from a run.“Ya, Barry, Fred Beckey here. I hear that you’ve been up north of the
Columbia Icefields. I wonder if you could give me a call? I’d like to talk to you about what you saw
up there.”Wow! Fred Beckey had called me. I’d seen the guy once, the year before, in the Hansel-
and-Gretel theme town of Leavenworth. My buddies and I were wolfing down Bavarian pizza
(bratwurst instead of pepperoni) and there was Fred, gray and grizzled, in his sixties, with a
beautiful young climbing gal on his arm. They were sitting close, enrapt in intimate whispers –
and that image was in my head when I returned Fred’s call. Perfect Fred: 15 minutes of
conversation that circled around Mt. Alberta yet never really landed there. I recited the conditions
and the weather forecast three times and hung up not really knowing which mountain Fred was
interested in. And it was all on my dime!These days I get text mails from Fred; communications
technology has finally caught up with him. Texting is perfect for Fred. He can mix small and
CAPITAL letters at will, punch in long series of spaces, and quadruple up on question and
exclamation marks!!!! His texts look like hieroglyphics, but they keep him in constant, cheap
contact.—“This one is mine, this one is yours.” Seattle, 1958, a hot summer sun was blanching
the concrete. Ila Rupley remembers Fred, skinny and fit, crouched so low onto his haunches that
his earlobes touched his kneecaps. He was clanging pitons onto the sidewalk in front of her
house. Her boyfriend, John, the man she would marry in two year’s time, was down on one knee
across from Fred. “Fred was frighteningly intense,” she remembers. “He vibrated with energy as
he pitched a piton to John, then kept one to himself.”Ila would accompany Fred and John on a
number of trips over the next 20 years. One mental snapshot of Fred stands out for her from a
trip into Mt. Dawson in the Selkirk Mountains of British Columbia in the 1970s. John, Fred, and
Jim Jones had strung a rope tight above the charging Incomappleux River, and it was Ila’s turn to
ford. Fred belayed her across on a second rope while John fought to warm his river-frozen feet
and Jim waited on the near bank. The raging flow swept her feet out from her and she thrashed
onto the far shore like a landed fish. Fred was right there, helping her to her feet, tenderly
reassuring her that she was safe. “He looked so relaxed, happy, even blissful in ‘his beautiful
mountain home.’ The wind was blowing his hair; he looked handsome, in his element.”
Snap.“But,” recalls Ila, “he was all business in the mountains.” She had seen Fred grow agitated
over poor weather on the Juneau Icecap when he feared that their group would run out of food.
“Fred and a fellow from Juneau made a long cross-glacier hike to a research station to radio for
the pickup plane, and Fred was ebullient when we all landed safely in Juneau.” Fred could



become irritated with anyone who slowed him down in the mountains, pile sarcasm on them, yet
he was always an old-world gentleman to Ila.—There is another, fabulous, publicity black-and-
white photo, circa 1961. Yvon Chouinard, Fred Beckey, and Dan Doody stand on the shore of
Lac Beauvert in Jasper Park, Alberta. They’re holding the Mt. Edith Cavell map sheet and
looking hopefully into the camera. Doody looks hip, like a beat poet; he is filming their intended
ascent of the north face of Mt. Edith Cavell for Bill Burrud Productions and has landed the boys
accommodation and dining in the venerable Jasper Park Lodge. Fred is in the middle, and he is
a handsome devil; you can see how the ladies would swoon – the pink and black ’57
Thunderbird, when clean, would have been the diamond on the deal. Yvon looks young. He was
22 at the time and apprenticed to Fred, the swashbuckling, scrounging, master alpinist.The
dining room had a dress code; every male guest had to wear a suit jacket and dress shirt to eat.
The team had one jacket and dress shirt between them. Fred had bought them at a thrift store
for a quarter and a dime. They dined one at a time through several days of bad weather. “I felt
like a complete dork, eating by myself in the ritzy dining room,” recalls Yvon.The July 19 weather
forecast gave them a one-day window: tomorrow. Yvon got out of bed at 3:00 am on the 20th, but
saw an overcast sky and felt the warm breath of summer on his face. Disgusted, he went back to
bed. At 7:00 am Doody burst, wild-eyed and woolly, into his room, “What the hell is going on!
Why didn’t you wake me? The sky is clear! “ They woke Fred and the master pointed out that
they probably wouldn’t get up it that day, as they’d hoped, but that they should still go for it.The
wings of the Angel Glacier are beautiful blue arcing walls of sérac 150 feet high. Nowadays
climbers approach the Angel via a rock route down valley and out from under the deadly crush
zone of these séracs. In 1961 Fred, Yvon, and Dan went direct. Right up the wall to the left of the
Angel’s trunk. Knowing full well that a sérac collapse could visit the angel of death upon them,
the men climbed 1,000 feet of good quartzite unroped.“Speed was our safety,” Yvon remembers,
“and Fred is the Artful Dodger. The guy has a sixth sense about him. He’s spent so much time in
the mountains that he can tell when things just aren’t right. We soloed a lot back then, right up to
5.8; then I’d often get a bit freaked out and throw in a quickie belay. But not on the first part of
Cavell: we moved – all the way up to the ice where Fred spotted a gap and whisked us up there
in three fast pitches. And he managed it without having to place any ice pitons.”As they crossed
the horizontal island of the Angel Glacier, the upper wall came alive with rockfall. Their intended
route got strafed. The glacier below it looked like it had taken a long volley of heavy machine-gun
fire. The central buttress of the wall stuck out somewhat and would offer some protection. They
went for it, with Fred leading over a bergschrund; a maneuver that felt like stepping from one
refrigerator-sized marshmallow to another, each suspended over a deep black pit. Fred set the
tactic of belaying under overhangs and climbing fast in between, placing few pitons for
protection.Rockfall was constant, and then it got worse. Yvon and Fred cowered at the belay until
Dan, the filmmaker, calmly offered to climb out of the trench. Shame came down on Yvon’s head
and he grabbed the rack of pitons and took off, only to return twice and finally leave his pack to
make himself light and fast enough. They bivied before midnight. The dark underbellies of storm



clouds crowded into the wall. It would storm in the morning, but at least the night was warm.
Yvon remembers sleeping well, “one of the best bivouacs that I ever had.”Rain came, then hail
and eventually thunderclaps: The incendiary explosions of lightning began smacking into the
summit 80 feet above, roasting the rock and shaking the climbers’ lungs. Yvon cut step after step
up the summit icefield, and clung in desperation to the protectionless flakes of black shale that
apron the summit like a wall of dragon’s scales. “Never have I felt so happy as that day on the
summit with my friends,” Yvon wrote in the American Alpine Journal.Yet that happiness was
tainted; Fred and Yvon felt that the pressure to produce a movie had infringed on their mountain
judgment. Money had mired their passion. They hopped a freight for Rogers Pass and knocked
off the unclimbed north face of the iconic Mt. Sir Donald in five hours, with very little use of the
rope. Then it was back to the Thunderbird, to push it through creeks, and chop passages
through deadfall, and at the end of that hard road were the Bugaboos. “Those days you had to
have an ax and shovel to have any chance of getting there,” Yvon remembers.They managed a
cold and wet first ascent of Pigeon Spire’s northwest face, and then it began to rain. Their two-
man tent was tight – exceedingly so come day five. “I’d been climbing with Fred for about two
months by this point and, man, the guy could start to grate on you. All the little things, and not
that anybody wouldn’t. But there we are, tent-bound, and we’ve got one book between us. A
Louis L’Amour, and I want to read it and ask Fred to save the pages. But he finishes a page and
forgets, and rips it out and crumples it up and stuffs into the lining of his sports jacket. The guy
was making his own down coat! HA! ” The taste of ketchup soup was getting old. Fred would, as
a matter of course, pocket all the condiments and dinner mints from every restaurant he
visited.“But you’d just hang in there through all of the crap with the guy because the good was so
good. I owe him a lot.” When I asked Yvon for an example of that debt he told me that Fred had
taught him how to ski. But not on skis. Fred taught Yvon the standing glissade. “When it came
time to learn how to ski, it was no big deal.”Mastering all forms of the glissade is one of the
hallmarks of the consummate mountaineer – a climber who can deal with it all, applying the
minimum amount of force necessary. Yvon recounted a tale of himself and Fred descending
from the first ascent of the Crescent Arête on Mt. Owen in the Tetons. “We’d bet these guys that
we could be back by three o’clock, so we were cooking. On the way down we came upon this
party rappelling an icy slope and Fred just yodels on by them in a standing glissade! He actually
yodeled! I heard someone say ‘That guy is crazy,’ and I’m thinking to myself as I schuss past,
‘No, he’s just good.’” Oriental thought states that it takes 10,000 hours to master an art;
mountaineering may take more, perhaps 10,000 days. Fred may be the first human to get there,
if he isn’t there already.The weather cleared, and the master and the neophyte put up a route on
the east face of the South Howser Tower, then ventured off into terra incognito to establish one
of the finest prow climbs on the continent, the Beckey-Chouinard on the west face of the South
Howser Tower.Fred and Yvon arrived at the base of the prow in sunshine and left their crampons
and mountain boots there because Fred had arranged for them to borrow that gear from John
Rupley and his wife, Ila, who were camped at the Howser/Pigeon col, close to their intended



descent. Fred and Yvon would then backtrack around to retrieve their own stuff.“Fred has always
been very organized, a consummate planner, and always alert to opportunity’s knock.” John told
me. Fred and Yvon pulled on their kletterschuhe (boots) and started climbing perfect pitch after
perfect pitch of beautiful granite. It was a dream climb. Halfway up they bedded down on a sandy
ledge. Fred slept in the dinner jacket insulated by the fiery pages of Louis L’Amour. “The stars
were bright, and although the breeze had a chill, it was a perfect night for such a bivouac,” Yvon
remembered.In the morning Fred burned the jacket, and Louis along with it, to make tea!
Another page in Yvon’s alpine education was complete: how to go light and fast!The headwall of
the Beckey-Chouinard is God showing off, as if He had blacksmithed a Celtic sword and laid its
blade broadside to the mountain with the tip piercing the sky. It’s that perfect. Fred and Yvon
climbed another 10 fabulous rope lengths, making for 23 in total. The late-day sun felt good on
top. They were worked from so much jamming, their hands nicked, scratched, and swollen,
metal from the pitons and carabiners darkening the creases like fissures in a desert floor. They
sat and ate and drank. Smiled. Fred yodeled to John and Ila far below, and then they began their
descent. Today the Beckey-Chouinard is one of the most hallowed routes in North America.—
Climbing historian, Andy Selters, has labeled the Northeast Buttress of Slesse Mountain “the
greatest alpine rock route in the Cascades.” Eric Bjørnstad, one of Fred’s main climbing partners
and a member of the first-ascent team, along with Fred Beckey and Steve Marts, described the
north side of the mountain as “the most impressive granite wall in the Northwest.” The approach
had been long and jungle-like, but then a logging road got cut into Nesakwatch Creek in 1963
and suddenly the north side was a two-hour hike from the car.Under the “Beckey” veil of secrecy
– no one but Fred and Steve knew where they were – that duo made an attempt in July, but got
weathered off. They figured that they could use another strong back and entered into a
campaign of regaling Eric with tales of grand adventure whilst bumming around his Coffeehouse
Eigerwand in Seattle. Fred never mentioned the mountain’s name, nor what compass point it lay
in, yet he did pocket all the creamers. Eric wasn’t told what they were going for until they pulled
into the trailhead! Classic Beckey.Three days were spent, 3,000 feet climbed, 63 piton
placements made and cleaned, and one expansion bolt placed (a controversial tactic in 1963).
They topped out on August 28, and made it back to Seattle, after a long, circuitous descent, just
as it started to rain. They were tired. Fred stuck his head out the window and let the thick
Cascade drops splatter, and sting, his face. It kept him awake at the wheel. He was a happy man.
—“You can always find another job, but this is your chance to put your name on Shiprock!”
Across the long distance line Fred levered on Alex Bertulis. Early spring, 1965, Eric Bjørnstad
and his girlfriend had just mutinied after 20 days of battle on the burnt-earth cliffs of Shiprock.
The New Mexico sun baked down. Fred was pissed at their desertion. He refused to drive them
to the bus station, and they walked over hot sand to the blacktop and stuck out their thumbs. It
was Fred’s sixth plaintive call to Alex, and Alex decided to put his obstinate boss, who had no
time for “mountain climbing,” to the test. Alex asked for a long overdue raise. His boss told him to
go kick horse turds down the road, so Alex quit. Then he flew to Las Vegas where Fred was



waiting, and they rumbled off to Shiprock.The sun burned hotter. The sandstone became
uncomfortably hot to the touch. The cuticles of their fingernails cracked and shredded, and sand
scraped over the blood-tainted flesh. The mucus lining their throats thickened to a gritty paste.
Day six they were 200 feet from the top and down to less than a half a quart of their heavily
rationed water. When they pissed, it was the same color as the sand. Fred refused to go farther
and they fell into a shouting match, 1,300 feet above the desert floor.“Fred, if you don’t want to
go on, I’ll go by myself,” Alex declared, first pointing his trigger finger at Fred, then drawing his
hand back to poke his thumb into his own chest. The gauntlet clanged to the floor way up there
in the air. “Fred turned as pale as a sheet,” Alex told me.—By the time he was 29 years old, Fred
had seen two of his partners die in the mountains, and another come far too close to it. On July
22, 1947, Fred and three members of the Harvard Mountaineering Club cut loose a large slab
while climbing to a ridgeline on Mt. Serra in the Waddington Group. Fred was in the lead, tied to
Leonard Winchester; Harry King followed on a second rope with Charles Shiverick. Fred and
Leonard were swept 1,500 feet downslope while Harry and Charles hammered into a rock island
and stopped after 700 feet. Shiverick suffered injuries during the avalanche and was
unconscious when it all came to rest. King dug out a ledge for him and braced him with an ice
ax, then descended to help Fred and Leonard. King had dislocated his shoulder, Fred had
several broken ribs, and Leonard had lacerated his hands. The three men climbed back up to
Shiverick and to their horror found that he’d somehow come off of the ledge and fallen another
200 feet. Charles died during the hours that they worked to get him to a safe ledge.On one of
Fred’s early attempts on the North Face of Mt. Baring, in 1952, he, Tom Miller, and Dick Berge
were driven from the wall by weather. They stumbled down through the thick coastal rain forest
at night. The sky was an oily black, and somewhere above Barclay Lake, Dick who was in the
lead, stepped off a vertical cliff and plummeted into the darkness. He died on impact.In 1955,
high on the slopes of Lhotse, Fred left Bruno Spirig in a tent and descended to get help for
Bruno, who was succumbing to cerebral edema. Fred was heavily criticized for leaving Bruno
alone and not included on the 1963 American Everest Expedition, even though he was the best
mountaineer in the United States.Now he said, “Alex, I’ve seen death many times and I’m seeing
it now. I’ve seen it on Waddington when my guys got killed in that avalanche. I’ve seen it on Mt.
Baring in the North Cascades. Believe me, Alex; I know what I’m talking about. We’re going to die
if we stay here. I’m going down and I hope you’re coming.” They descended, and Fred returned
later to finish the route with a different partner.Yvon Chouinard told me, “Fred has a sixth sense
of where to be. I never had any close calls with the guy.” John Rupley speaks of Fred’s
conservatism; “Fred is willing to retreat, and he is flexible. If the plan does not look good, he’ll
look around for alternatives. He won’t try to bull though. And, Fred is willing to go back as many
times as it takes to be successful.”Alex Bertulis loves to spin a yarn of one of the only falls that
did injure Fred. It happened in the new millennium. Fred had migrated with the sun and driven
his red Subaru south to stay with John and Ila Rupley in Arizona. Having excused himself after
dinner he’d headed to a local bar to order the one beer that he would nurse all night. Fred has



never been a drinking man; he has, however, always been a ladies’ man. And just as he was
about to give up on the hope of meeting any, a beautiful gal sauntered into the bar, alone. Fred
twisted on his bar stool so fast that his head spun and he tumbled and sprained his ankle. They
cast it at the E.R. and he hobbled out on crutches.—Fred is 88 now, and he continues to go
climbing. Countless people have climbed with him over the past 74 years. In the mountains of
Western Canada I know many of Fred’s present posse of partners. Tim McAllister marvels at
how Fred’s hands know how to climb; how, despite the slowing down and bending of his body,
his hands settle on the rock like a master pianist’s on a keyboard.Eric Dumerac loved it when
Fred yelled across the crowded Jasper supermarket, “DUMERAC! WHERE’S THE
HORSECOCK!” Ed Cooper has the same tale, set in the 1960s, as does Todd Offenbacher from
his climbing with Fred. Jon Walsh has been climbing with Fred for a decade; “I love that guy. He
always makes me laugh. He’s such a character.” Colin Haley was 2 years old when he met Fred.
In 2003 he and Fred climbed the South Buttress of Adamant Mountain. Colin figures that it may
be the last grade IV route that Fred will do. “He slept in the tent the whole next day. Every once in
awhile I’d venture close to hear if he was still breathing. He’d rustle around in there and bark ruff,
ruff. Then he’d go back to sleep.”I asked Colin what he thought of Fred, if there was a label that
could be put on him. “I have more admiration for Fred Beckey than I do for any other climber,
perhaps any other person, in the world. To me it is clear that Fred is the most successful and
accomplished climber of all time.”Ed Cooper commented, “Fred is the most prolific mountaineer
of the last 100 years, no one can equal what Fred has done. He’s the dean of North American
mountaineering.”John Rupley: “Fred is a force, absolutely committed to climbing.” Alex Bertulis
has called Fred “the icon of pioneering climbs.” Dick Dorworth crowned Fred the “undisputed
sovereign of American dirtbag climbers.” Tim McAllister declares Fred “the grandfather of the
road trip.”When I asked Yvon Chouinard, he paused, and then he answered me slowly and
directly, “Fred has done more first ascents than any other human has, or ever will. He is the
essence of climbing. He’s never done it for money or for fame. He does it because he loves it,
absolutely loves it. Fred climbs for the joy of it.”PHOTO JIM STUARTPACIFIC NORTHWESTMt.
Rainier, Kautz GlacierPHOTO ROBERT MESHEWMt. Rainier: 14,410 f / 4,392 m.First Ascent:
Hazard Stevens and Philemon Van Trump on August 17, 1870.First Ascent of Kautz Glacier:
Roger Toll, Harry Myers, Hans Fuhrer (guide), and Heinie Fuhrer (guide), July 26–28,
1920.Grade: II+ alpine.Gear: Include crampons, ice ax, a few ice screws, crevasse rescue items,
map, and compass.Time: Paradise to high camp, 8 hours. Camp to summit and return, 6 to 8
hours.Season: May to early September.Information and Regulations: Climbing permit is required
(fee). Obtain at Longmire Visitor Center, Paradise Visitor Center, or Paradise Ranger Station
(seasonal).Mount Rainier National Park headquarters, Tahoma Woods, Ashford, WA 98304,
phone (360) 569–2211.Magnetic Declination on Compass: Approximately 17° east.Maps:
U.S.G.S. Mount Rainer National Park (1:50,000 topographic), Mount Rainer East and Mount
Rainier West (1:24,000 topographic).References: Dee Molenaar; The Challenge of Rainier; The
Mountaineers Books, 1997.Fred Beckey; Cascade Alpine Guide: Columbia River to Stevens



Pass; The Mountaineers Books, 2000.Mt. Rainier, Mt. St. Helens, and Mt. Baker, rising in a
stately row behind forested forepeaks, are among the Pacific Northwest’s dominant mythic
peaks and certainly were a coveted view for pioneers and settlers in the Puget Sound lowlands.
Yet early explorations seldom approached these remarkable summits. The first attempts on, and
ascents of, Mt. Rainier held only a distant public interest, and it was not until John Muir made a
photographed climb in 1888 that the ascent found acclaim.The first attempt was made by
German-born Lt. August V. Kautz when Kautz was stationed at Fort Steilacoom in 1857. While
daydreaming of an adventure to the mountain, the spirited army officer made preparations “from
reading accounts of the ascent of Mont Blanc and other snow mountains.” Obtaining
companions for the expedition into the Nisqually River wilderness was difficult: Kautz’s fellow
officers laughed at his climbing plan, and settlers joined in treating the idea as
ridiculous.Unswayed, Kautz, 29 years of age at the time and methodically trained at West Point,
made careful preparations. With three companions and Wapowety, a Native American, to guide
the party through the tangled forest, the expedition’s equipment included blankets, alpenstocks,
a 50-foot rope, a hatchet, a thermometer, and “plenty of hard biscuit, and dried beef such as the
Indians prepare.”When the group left from a relatively low altitude for the summit on July 15, the
deceptive foreshortening effect of the smooth slope caused them to underestimate the length of
the ascent. Above the ice cliff of the Kautz Glacier, the fatigued party encountered a broken
surface, “inaccessible pinnacles of ice and deep crevasses,” that interrupted progress.Kautz
wrote that “a false step or the loss of a foothold would have been certain destruction.” When the
weary men felt the effects of altitude, their resolve waned. Where the slopes “spread out
comparatively flat,” Kautz’s companions lingered, and to avoid spending a freezing night at such
a height, it was necessary to turn back from their attempt. The officer knew virtually nothing
about the effects of altitude, and in his time only a few Europeans had even attempted to ascend
through heavily glaciated ice cataracts.The cascading glacier, which Kautz ascended to
perhaps above 13,000 feet, was ignored during the Stevens-Van Trump ascent in 1870, as the
men, like most successive parties, chose the more direct Gibraltar Rock route. Not until the
summer of 1920 was Kautz’s glacier route completed to the summit rim.In the four decades after
this valiant – and nearly successful – episode, both small parties and large organized groups
attempted Mt. Rainier. Such summer outings of conservative mountaineering clubs were an
ideal venue, offering a gateway for ascents of the volcanoes as well as socializing. Such
controlled adventures included rules of conduct on relatively safe, proven routes. Large outings
to Mt. Rainier sometimes resembled a Shakespearean revival, with music during the dinner
meal. Evening campfire entertainment ranged from poetry readings, choir singing, and theatrical
plays to scientific lectures. The diverse participants varied from local pioneers to cultured New
Englanders – all on an equal footing.Authoritarian club ascents of Mt. Rainier were made as a
disciplined group. Each person’s equipment was inspected; then the individual was given a
number and a request that he or she remain in place during the ascent, even while resting.
Group values were held sacred and individuality scorned.Yet such staid organizations as the



Mazamas of 1905 reached the summit without accident. Two individuals from the outing
apparently secured permission to spend the night on the summit, the purpose being to set a
bonfire that could be seen from Tacoma. When within the sulfurous crater, they had to run about
at steam vents to stay warm, either becoming dripping wet from the scalding steam or having
their clothing freeze.During a 1914 outing to the north flank of Mt. Rainier, participants from the
Mountaineers arrived by Pullman car, and then continued by logging train. Heavily burdened, the
climbers carried a ladder for crevasse crossings and wood for a cheery fire atop Steamboat
Prow. A long line of 71 persons attained the summit, the club proud that this was the record
number.Today the Kautz route on the southwest flank of Mt. Rainier is an excellent way to the
summit, one that avoids the populace and the boot impact on the Camp Muir-Ingraham Glacier
route. The Gibraltar Cliff, usually in good condition during the early season, has lost its
summertime popularity because of stonefall and drop-off ledges. The nearby Fuhrer Finger
(Wilson Glacier) route is direct, but more subject to slides and falling rock.Mount Rainer
VolcanismMt. Rainier has not produced a significant eruption in the past 500 years, but
scientists consider it to be one of the most hazardous volcanoes in the Cascade Range. The
mountain’s glaciers contain more than five times as much snow and ice as the remainder of the
volcanoes combined, with the potential to trigger enormous lahars – great mudflows that have
swept surrounding valleys in the past 10,000 years. Volcanic heat and groundwater have turned
some of the volcano’s originally hard lava into soft clay minerals, thereby weakening its internal
structure, conditions which make Mt. Rainier susceptible to large landslides.ACCESSThere are
several approaches from the Seattle and Tacoma area to reach the Mt. Rainier National Park
entrance near Ashford; Hwy 7 and Hwy 161 are the usual access. The park road continues to
Longmire and climbs to an end at Paradise.ROUTEFrom Paradise (5,420 feet) hike the Skyline
Trail for 0.7 miles to Glacier Vista (6,336 feet), then take a descending traverse on a moraine
path leading to the Nisqually Glacier. Cross the glacier with caution at about 6,100 feet, and
ascend a prominent gully to snow slopes and the west edge of the Wilson Glacier. Continue up
the Turtle snowfield and the gradual slope of Wapowety Cleaver to a high camp. Various stone
windbreaks have been erected from about 9,300 feet upward to Camp Hazard (11,300 feet).
Allow ample time for this ascent.Descend west from below the Kautz ice cliff as far as practical,
then skirt to the snow and ice chute; ascend to about 12,000 feet, where it merges with the
pinnacled section of the cliff. Save your resting location until above the ice cliff. In good
conditions some parties prefer the small terraces and pinnacles on the chute’s right flank. Then
ascend the smooth upper glacier slopes to opposite Point Success. Cross northeast to the
upper saddle and continue to the crater rim and Columbia Crest.DESCENTReverse the
route.BETA AND CAVEATSDo not underestimate the effects of fatigue and hypothermia. Easy
access lures mountaineers to attempt a rapid summit ascent and to climb above 10,000 feet
without prior acclimatization.Cloud caps that envelop the upper mountain render visibility poor
and may be accompanied by high winds. Boot tracks may be difficult to follow during a descent
and may vanish with even a minor amount of fresh snowfall.Get a very early start from high



camp. Dress warmly and don crampons before moving out.Beware of falling ice chunks when
beneath the Kautz ice cliff. The character of the ice cliff between 11,300 feet and 12,000 feet
may change from year to year.Late season ascents add to the difficulty.Mt. Rainier, Ptarmigan
RidgePHOTO JIM NELSONMt. Rainier: 14,410 f / 4,392 m.First Ascent of Ptarmigan Ridge:
Wolf Bauer and Jack Hossack, September 7–8, 1935.Grade: IV alpine; class 4–5.Gear: Include
steel crampons, ice ax, four ice screws, several pickets, a few pitons and nuts, hard hats, and an
ice tool for the leader.Time: Allow 2 days for the ascent and descent. Most climbers descend the
Emmons Glacier or Disappointment Cleaver-Ingraham Glacier route.Season: May to
August.Information and Regulations: Obtain a climbing permit (fee) at the Carbon River Ranger
Station, phone (360) 829–9639, or a visitor center.Magnetic Declination on Compass:
Approximately 17° east.Maps: U.S.G.S. Mount Rainier National Park (1:50,000 topographic) and
Mount Rainier West (1:24,000 topographic).Reference: Fred Beckey; Cascade Alpine Guide:
Columbia River to Stevens Pass; The Mountaineers Books, 2000.The unrivaled king of the
Cascade Range, Mt. Rainier is so colossal that it appears ethereal, and impossibly high above
forested foothills and surrounding foreground peaks.Curiosity concerning this immense volcano,
which Native Americans long called Tahoma, brought Dr. William F. Tolmie of the Hudson’s Bay
Company close to its northwest flank in the summer of 1833. With two native guides, the intrepid
botanist, physician, and fur trader made his way from Fort Nisqually to a minor peak, where he
noted the existence of glaciers on the volcano. The resourceful Briton certainly sighted the
distinctive 400-foot ice cliff that adorns Ptarmigan Ridge.Tribes in the Pacific Northwest believed
high mountains were embedded with powerful deities. In a culture bound by fearful ideas of
karmic retribution, people naturally assumed floods and eruptions were a curse – that they had
angered a vengeful god. Tolmie returned safely from his reconnaissance, lessening a fear of Mt.
Rainier.The early attempts and ascents on Mt. Rainier began from the south or southwest,
where access was superior. Steep ice facades on the north and northwest flanks appeared
particularly forbidding, but a church group in 1884 may have ascended to an altitude of 10,000
feet on Ptarmigan Ridge. Perhaps the fearful sights above, or an avalanche, prompted them to
move eastward to the Winthrop Glacier for an uneventful ascent.On the Continent, intense
climbing exploration was conducted immediately preceding World War II. Pitons were used, and
armed with new techniques, standards rose rapidly, particularly on the Austrian rock walls. In
Great Britain it became evident that in order to pursue alpine climbs efficiently, one needed to
prepare by consistent crag training. There was no such similar enterprise in the Pacific
Northwest, where the big faces on Mt. Rainier and other volcanoes must have seemed
risky.Pacific Northwest climbers of the 1930s practiced with the Mountaineers or the Mazamas,
membership groups that instilled safe methods and conformist attitudes. Such influences
affected regional mountaineering standards, which at the time lagged well behind those in the
Alps or Canadian Rockies, where serious alpine ascents were already in vogue.But a change
was imminent. A few impatient young climbers became dissatisfied with an insular generation
who kept to themselves, used outdated techniques and equipment, and were unaware of rock-



climbing progress in the Sierra Nevada and elsewhere. But Wolf Bauer, who as a German
immigrant had taken up skiing and climbing, observed European progress, then broke local
convention in 1935 by introducing climbing courses. After a popular indoor classroom session,
students rappelled by the painful dulfersitz method from a Seattle bridge. At another event,
Bauer slid down a rope three stories in a shaft of an office building while students lined the
railings.Possibly inspired by technical climbs in the Alps, in 1933 (when only seven moderate
routes to the summit of Mt. Rainier had been completed) the team of Hans Grage, Jarvis Wallen,
and J. Wendell Trosper bit the bullet and dared a precipitous ice couloir west of the giant
Ptarmigan Ridge ice cliff. They attained an altitude of about 11,000 feet – high enough to realize
that a route on this flank of the volcano could be successful.“Snow mountains are seldom
friendly. Sometimes they seem to smile, but their welcome, for all its glitter, is treacherous and
cruel.”– Michael T. H. Sadler, “An Artist of Mountains,” in Arnold Lunn’s Oxford Mountaineering
EssaysIn September 1934 Grage and Wolf Bauer hoped to further the attempt. Both enthusiasts
had psychological grit and were fit from ski racing and the ascents of lesser peaks – but these
were climbs that did not contain long slopes of dense, whitish ice. During the late summer
ascent of an ice-covered “talus slope” on Ptarmigan Ridge, their ice picks beat a steady tattoo
for “over a thousand feet straight up.” Movement was slow. The men could not reel off pitch after
pitch steadily, as is done today with modern crampons and ice tools. Stonefall increased as the
day warmed; missiles whizzed past and vanished into the abyss. Yet their composure remained
undisturbed.Higher, the climbers traversed east along crumbly cliffs onto an ice-covered chute
that ended in an overhanging wall. Here they crawled on hands and knees beneath a ceiling of
long icicles “in an arcade-like undercut,” Bauer later wrote. “Coming out into the sunlight again on
the east edge of this wall,” they overcame the final difficulties: They discovered that it
represented the end of a long rock rampart, the highest exposed ridge on that side of the
mountain. Crampons were at last removed, and rock-work up the east side of this rampart
begun. “Within an hour and a half we stood opposite the uppermost glacier that slopes gradually
to Liberty Cap. We had at last climbed through the face and up to the top snowfields.”The
climbers in 1934 were apprehensive of enduring a frigid night high on the mountain, so they
reluctantly turned back. During an agonizing descent of the North Mowich Glacier in the late
afternoon, they were kept “constantly on the dodge by hurtling and singing rocks.”Again
choosing a September date, Bauer returned in 1935 with partner Jack Hossack to formally
complete the route. Although the technicalities were known, they had to cut steps in verglas and
ice while confronted with barrages of rock for more than 12 laborious hours. The situation must
have been similar to a World War I infantry campaign.By the time Bauer and Hossack stood atop
Liberty Cap at 9:00 pm, Mt. Rainier had cast a long shadow eastward. With the approach of
darkness, they pulled on spare clothing and a bivouac sack while awaiting the agonizing cold of
night. The men had displayed an inflexible will, a show of resolve.Today, as one enters Spray
Park, the vista of ice cliffs and colorful volcanic rock walls unfolds in storybook fashion. Here is
the first vantage to study the route ahead and detect the safest line between 10,500 and 12,500



feet, where hard ice and sustained rockfall may be encountered. Prudent observation should
suggest that the ascent be undertaken in optimum conditions and cool temperatures.You should
feel right about how far to push. As you struggle with the demons, a low-level anxiety is normal.
But usually questions fade as you get under way. Heinrich Harrer wrote in The White Spider
regarding “those hours between night and day … always a keen challenge to one’s courage”
when we are “shrouded in a cloud of doubt and diffidence.”When Steve Mascioli, Bill Pilling, and
I climbed Ptarmigan Ridge on a perfect July day, we had no doubts. Much of the route consisted
of “styrofoam” over ice, and when gray ice surfaced, we placed some ice screws for security. The
climbing was not especially difficult, but it required constant concentration.The cold northern
barricades of Mt. Rainier are surely unique in North America south of Canada. Nowhere else is
there such a vertical relief above nearby areas of habitation. The cirque glaciers on the
mountain’s northern and western flanks harbor a scene of constant destruction, where soft
volcanic rock erodes, then slips and slides. Conspicuous debris-covered lower slopes have
been shaped into lateral moraines by glaciers. Mass wasting has produced outwash deposited
by meltwater streams, which cover the valley floor below the Carbon Glacier.ACCESSFreeways
and state highways from the Seattle-Tacoma area are used to access Hwy 410. From Buckley,
drive south on Hwy 165 to Carbonado, then branch right onto Mowich Lake Road; this 17-mile
road to the lake is seldom open before late June. The alternative is to drive farther along the
Carbon River Road, then make a trail approach to lower Ptarmigan Ridge.Leave the trail from
the 4,929-foot lake to Spray Park in alpine parkland at 6,400 feet (four miles). Follow footpaths,
moraine, and snow slopes southeast onto lower Ptarmigan Ridge and the saddle between Echo
and Observation Rocks. Continue to near the west edge of Russell Glacier or the pumice
ridgecrest. Then ascend a moderately steep slope to a 10,310-foot point (possible high
campsites). Now follow the tottering, narrow crest, which has some exposed scrambling on
crumbly lava; the east side is favored to avoid the highest crag. A high camp can be made at a
small col (10,200 feet), close beneath the Liberty Cap ice cliff.ROUTEFrom either the narrow
crest or the col, make a downward traverse on the margin of the North Mowich Glacier (possible
steep rubble), then quickly cross the ice cliff litter. Cross the bergschrund on its right (usually not
a problem), then ascend the long left-trending 40 – 45 degree snow/ice slope that leads to the
major rockband at its head. Conditions on this slope will vary, but in summer it tends to be hard
ice with protection desirable.Cross over a minor spur, which is either rock or ice, then make a
possibly icy traverse close under the rock cliff (rock pro may be possible). Here climb a steep
and shallow snow/ice apron, usually one of the route’s cruxes, to the final rock buttress at 12,000
feet. Traverse left under the buttress to the ice chute at the edge of Liberty Cap Glacier, then
ascend the chute on the east side of the buttress. Climb leftward for the best way through the
crevasse/sérac pattern. Bear in mind that a change in conditions may suggest a variation be
taken above the rockband.Above 12,500 feet, broad open slopes lead toward Liberty Cap. It is
generally best to keep near the crest of Ptarmigan Ridge and turn crevasses on the right. The
ridge broadens to merge with Sunset Ridge at 13,400 feet.BETA AND CAVEATSSummer



snowstorms and resulting avalanches can occur. Check the weather and do not continue if it
turns poor. Slab avalanches have taken out a party high on nearby Liberty Ridge in summer.In
reliable snow conditions the lower section of the route should go fast. Ptarmigan Ridge would
seem to be a riskier ascent than Liberty Ridge, but has not had the succession of accidents of
the latter.Ice avalanches off Liberty Cap have scared parties into full military retreat, and at some
point one may consider dealing with humility. Rockfall is unpredictable, and varies with
temperature. Cool conditions and clear weather are ideal for this route.To save carrying packs
over Liberty Cap, some parties have engaged friends to accompany them to high camp, then
take their camp gear out.PHOTO TIM MATSUIMt. Index, North PeakPHOTO ED COOPERMt.
Index, North Peak: 5,357 f / 1,633 m.First Ascent of North Face to First False Summit: Lionel
Chute and Frank Hill on August 7, 1927.First Complete Ascent: Fred Beckey and Helmy Beckey
on July 1, 1945.First Winter Ascent: Patrik Callis and Dan Davis, January 4–7, 1963.Grade: III;
class 5.5.Gear: Bring a few wired nuts, cams, and slings. Include helmets and headlamps. Two
ropes are needed for an efficient descent (8 mm doubles are ideal).Time: 6 to 8 hours for ascent
and 5 hours down.Maps: U.S.G.S. Index (1:24,000 topographic) and U.S.F.S. Mt. Baker Ranger
District Map (1:63,360).Reference: Fred Beckey; Cascade Alpine Guide: Columbia River to
Stevens Pass; The Mountaineers Books, 2000.The stunning profiles of the Index peaks embody
the savagery of the Cascade Range like no other popular views. As seen from the highway to
Stevens Pass, the entire Index upthrust forms an exemplary palisade, where the abrupt,
dramatic frontal North Peak rises some 5,000 feet in 1.6 miles from the nearest bend of the
Skykomish River. In contrast to the popular Index Town Wall in the valley, the plutonic rock of the
Mt. Index massif is hard and brittle.It is unclear when climbers first considered scaling the
sentinel-shaped North Peak. Apparently those who climbed the higher South Peak in 1911 had
no interest in such a challenge, but late in the next decade, Lionel Chute, a nimble but quite
unknown scrambler from a Boy Scout troop, made several courageous attempts with various
partners. On his first attempt, Chute left a white undershirt tied to a shrub high on the north face
of the peak – visible with binoculars from the town of Index across the river. The climbing to
reach this location was precariously dependent upon fair weather and dry rock, for moss,
heather, and shrubs cover much of the bare surface.On his fourth and last climb, Chute took
only a tattered 40-foot manila rope, which at one place nearly broke after being cast over a rock
horn to overcome a 15-foot impasse. Chute later recounted that “Disaster was narrowly averted,
for after I had climbed hand-over-hand to reach the higher ledge, I discovered that two of the
three strands were severed.” Thinking quickly, he spliced the rope before belaying his
companion. Later that day the climbers attained the first false summit, above and beyond all
difficulties, then built a rock cairn. The curious conclusion indicates that Chute (1927) and the
next party to reach this point (Otto T. Trott and Erick Larson in 1940) inexplicably halted their bids
here (near 5,100 feet) instead of continuing to the true summit.Ironically, righteous Scout leaders
censured the reclusive Chute for his hazardous undertaking, while the climbing community
questioned the veracity of the ascent. The friable and slippery-surfaced rock on the North Peak



continued to be an invitation for a serious accident – which occurred in 1937 when Joe Halwax
took a 60-foot leader fall and suffered a broken leg when within some 600 feet of the summit.
The climbing rope, snubbed around a rock protrusion, held the fall. A quite daring rescue by 19
loggers and foresters soon became frontpage news in Seattle.By midsummer 1945 the summit
was reached by myself and my brother Helmy. At one crucial spot we were frustrated by a
smooth, overhanging block, where it was necessary to trust thin hanging cedar twigs above the
void. To compensate, the upper north arête proved dry and delightful, enabling us to reach the
summit and still descend before nightfall.In the winter of 1962–1963 Patrik Callis and Dan Davis
successfully climbed the peak in ideal weather and with firm, crusty snow. The men carried
down jackets, but took no sleeping bags in their heavy “kidney puncher” packs. While climbing
the large snowfield bowl, where they donned crampons, belays were questionable because of
the shallow footing. A delicate mixed pitch with ice smears, completed before the first bivouac,
“remains one of the more memorable pitches of my climbing career,” Callis stated. Upon
reaching the upper crest, the rock was dry but was difficult with packs.ACCESSDrive Hwy 2
through Monroe to the Skykomish River crossing. Here turn onto Mt. Index Road and after 0.3
miles take a right fork. Walk the remaining 1.5 miles to the Lake Serene Trail (1,500 feet altitude).
Note that a Northwest Forest Pass is required for parking. The old “tree root” tread near Bridal
Veil Falls has been replaced by an improved switchback trail to the 2,521-foot elevation
lake.ROUTEFrom the rockslide west of Lake Serene, scramble the brushy spur to the first slab.
Climb onto the northeast rib crest (class 4) to reach a steep wall in two pitches. Move left and
traverse into a shallow gully (above a wall).Climb into a narrow bowl, then traverse sharply right
behind a block on a hidden ledge leading to an exposed slab. Work right to a brushy pitch and
onward to a slanting ramp that leads into the large north-facing bowl.Ascend several leads (rock
or snow), then enter a right-curving gully; the gully can be marginal when wet. Then climb a
broad, right-slanting ramp to reach the north rib. Climb several pitches on the exposed rib (solid,
mid-class 5) to a grassy bench. Turn left to a gully and climb scrubby brush 100 feet. Keep left at
a fork to reach steep heather. Follow the crest easily to the first false summit, then continue by a
depression and climb southwest to the second point, then easily to the summit.Variation: From
the large bowl, make a right-rising traverse to the north rib; the rock here is firm.PHOTO PATRIK
CALLISBETA AND CAVEATSThe metavolcanic Mt. Index rock has a reputation for being
compact and hard to protect. Vital in-cut holds are often invisible from below, and often
deceiving when the hands reach them. One can sometimes use cedar bushes for “make-
believe” tie-off protection.The difficulties of the climb depend much on prevailing conditions.
Avoid the route after a rain. Climb light, but be prepared for a bivouac. A winter climb can be
outstanding in the right conditions.Watch the weather; there is no quick descent.Mt. Stuart, West
RidgePHOTO FRED BECKEYMt. Stuart: 9,415 f / 2,870 m.First Ascent: Believed to be Samuel
S. Gannett in 1895.First Ascent of West Ridge: Lex Maxwell, Fred Llewellyn, and John Vertrees
in August 1935.Grade: II-III; class 5.4 (expect some 5.6 moves).Gear: A small selection of pro to
2 inches, including slings and an ice ax.Time: 6 hours from upper Ingalls Lake.Season: June



through September.Map: U.S.G.S. Mt. Stuart (1:24,000 topographic).References: Claude E.
Rusk; Tales of a Western Mountaineer; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924.Fred Beckey; Cascade
Alpine Guide: Columbia River to Stevens Pass; The Mountaineers Books, 2000.The sculptured
mass of Mt. Stuart is the undisputed crown of Washington’s central Cascade Range, an
immense sentinel that displays a different aspect from each quarter of the compass. Sharp
arêtes on this granite stronghold lead to turreted crests on the west, north, and east. On the
broad southern flank the rock core is carved into gullies that rise from a forested valley, with
distinct adjoining ribs. Mt. Stuart’s character changes dramatically on the north and northeast
faces, where valley glaciers once flowed from three cavernous cirques. Today, fragmentary
glaciers separate battlement-like buttresses where ice blocks may careen onto steep slabs.Mt.
Stuart is the apex of both scenic and climatic divides. A glance to the more maritime northwest
highlights dark, pointed rock peaks, snowy ridges, and a wilderness of alpine lakes. An almost
disorienting eastward view provides drier crags and, in the distance, the barren, basaltic
Columbia Plateau.Little attention was given to the mountain until Capt. George B. McClellan’s
historic railroad survey in 1853. On September 30, he named the dominating peak for his
classmate at West Point, who had died during the Mexican War.Diligent topographers were
apparently the first to reach the summit. Samuel S. Gannett used the peak for mapping in 1895,
followed by Albert Sylvester two years later. Scouts for the Mountaineer outing of 1914 probed
the serrated west ridge, but dismissed the route as impossible. But in the summer of 1935 three
bold Yakima climbers, undeterred by the obstructing pinnacles and turrets, were successful on
their first attempt. The men found the rock climbing challenging, but quite possible, as they kept
closely to the ridgeline – completing the second route to the summit.ACCESSFrom I-90 at Cle
Elum (exit 85), follow Hwy 970 for 6.6 miles to Teanaway Road. Drive north (becomes FR 9737)
to north fork parking at 4,240 feet (23 miles total). A Northwest Forest Pass is required. Obtain a
self-issue wilderness permit at the trailhead.Hike the river-level trail for a short distance, then
ascend to Ingalls Pass and continue to Ingalls Lake (6,463 feet; no camping). Time: three hours.
A downward traversing path to upper Ingalls Creek leads to forested camping. A continuing
climber’s path bears below the subalpine ridge and across a knoll to 7,200-foot Stuart Pass
(snow for drinking water may be gone by midsummer). An alternate route from the lake is to use
a downward traversing path to upper Ingalls Creek.ROUTEFrom Ingalls Lake follow a path
eastward just beneath or along a subalpine ridge to 7,200-foot Stuart Pass. Then make a
traversing ascent on paths onto the lower objective ridge (or from the 5,800-foot level of Ingalls
Creek, hike upslope). Traverse across the largest scree area and cross to the long continuous
gully, then scramble the gully (minor class 3) nearly at the ridgecrest (about 8,200 feet). Then
traverse east on broken rock to a minor divide. Descend about 50 feet to the next gully. Traverse
scree rightward close to the base of Long John Tower, then climb leftward (class 4) to the notch
behind the tower.Here descend about 100 feet, then make a rising traverse for about 150 feet
along irregular class 3 ledges to a small tunnel. Descend the tunnel, then continue to a gully/
chimney. Ascend this feature, then cross slabs (possible snow) to the next gully, below the west



ridge notch; then ascend to the 9,020-foot notch.Scramble along the south side of the ridge for
about 60 feet, then cross to the north flank (good rope-up location). Climb along a ramp (class 4)
about 150 feet before climbing back to the crest at a tiny notch. Descend a short distance to a
sandy traverse ledge on the south flank, then follow it some 250 feet to near its end close to the
southwest rib. Then climb class 5, curving cracks for nearly two pitches to easy, blocky rock
below the summit. A more direct option is to climb steeper rock near the ridgecrest directly to the
summit (5.5).DESCENTTraverse beneath the east false summit, then scramble over a minor rib
that separates Ulrich’s Couloir from the Cascadian Couloir. Continue until above the latter, then
descend the moderately steep snowfield to reach the couloir (an option is to keep to rocks west
of the snow). From the couloir base traverse on an angle to the Ingalls Creek Trail, then return to
the road by Longs Pass.BETA AND CAVEATSThe entire climb and its descent can be done in
one midsummer day, using light approach shoes, but many parties carry bivouac gear. An ice ax
and boots are needed for a couloir descent on snow.The West Ridge is not sustained, mostly
moderate in difficulty, with route options. Yet it is long, and route-finding errors will result in
delays. Escape from the ridge is complicated.PHOTO ERIC FOXSnow Creek Wall, Outer
SpacePHOTO JIM NELSONSnow Creek Wall: 3,900 f / 1,189 m.First Ascent: Fred Beckey and
Ron Niccoli on May 29, 1960.First Free Ascent: Fred Beckey and Steve Marts on July 16,
1963.Grade: III; class 5.9.Gear: Bring one set of wired nuts and cams to 3.5 inches. Include
slings and quickdraws.Time: 5 hours. Overall round trip, 8 to 12 hours from the road.Season:
April to October.Map: U.S.G.S. Leavenworth (1:24,000 topographic).Reference: Viktor Kramar;
Leavenworth Rock; Snow Creek Design, 2010.The North Cascades are renowned for their ice-
clad volcanoes, jagged rock peaks, and deep, forested river valleys. Despite the allure and
challenge of the high peaks, many climbers have found a paradise of open terrain and distinctive
granitic rock in the Stuart Range, east of the main watershed.Flanking the Snow Creek tributary
canyon of Icicle Creek, a 700-foot wall acts as a gravitational force for climbing enthusiasts. The
major portion of the broad wall is a shield of knobby slab split by the 300-foot Outer Space crack
and adorned with what have been termed “unbelievable chickenheads.” Climbers from all
portions of the United States and Canada have come to savor its magnificent upper pitches.
There are also exposed belay stances and a climax low on the route, a crimpy finger
traverse.The wall was not tested until many of the Stuart Range’s features had been explored.
After climbing pinnacles and nearby slabs in 1958, I took a serious look at the shield. Ed Cooper,
who made his mark on El Capitan and the Squamish Chief in the same era, completed Remorse
on the main wall. Then I teamed with Ron Niccoli to redpoint the coveted crack. Displeased with
having to use a few pitons for direct aid, I returned with Steve Marts later to make a free
ascent.Enticing cracks such as the one on Outer Space became realistic ventures in the
Cascades when Joe Hieb crafted 10-gauge hot-rolled plate to make durable angle pitons up to
three inches in width. Armed with such gear, Niccoli and I uncoiled our 120-foot rope at a series
of corners and cracks that bore toward the uncertain problems on the shield. When we finally
attained the soaring crack, it was necessary to continue energetically: Knobs at the crack’s edge



did not always have space for a foothold. We hammered in a few wide pitons and twice pounded
wooden blocks for security, surely not as solid as camming devices invented later.Move after
move of strenuous hand jams became the routine. The steepness of the wall did not permit rests
except on knobs. At one spot the leader could wrap a nylon sling around a knob by the use of a
tight girth hitch. Placing protection such as hitches on knobs and the use of wooden blocks
ultimately took more time than the climbing. Six hours after we donned rock shoes, a gradual
slab led to the tree-covered summit, a haven for curious goats.PHOTO ERIC FOXACCESSFrom
Leavenworth on Hwy 2, drive the Icicle Creek Road for 4.2 miles to the Snow Creek parking
(1,300 feet; parking permit required). Hike the trail for two steep miles to beneath Snow Creek
Wall. Here descend to a creek crossing; then take the path to the route’s base (3,200
feet).ROUTEThe easiest, lowest pitch begins 200 feet right off the access path and ends at a
broken dihedral system (class 4 and moderate 5). At its end traverse left across a small pedestal
to a belay (there is a difficult thin crack on the left wall for a variation).Then follow class 4 ledges
left one pitch to Two Tree Ledge. From its south end (about 40 feet left of a tree), begin with a
strenuous 5.8+ crack move, then climb a slab past a bush. Turn a steep, sloping corner in a
horizontal crack. This crux 5.9 finger traverse is short but entertaining. After a stance, make a
short move to a belay (140 feet).Now traverse left below a roof until it is possible to climb onto
the exposed face (good holds). Follow with an easy runout to the base of a right-facing corner
that forms a small pedestal (5.8), then down climb to a bush belay (125 feet). From the
pedestal’s left, climb the long face crack to a small ledge (5.7–5.8 – 140 feet). Continue with the
crack, which begins as a finger problem (or use a short corner on the left). This crack, which
gives the route true character, is 1.5 to 3 inches – a full 160-foot pitch.The variation using the
Remorse route start begins where the path meets the wall. Climb broken class 5 rock to a ledge
where it steepens. Follow cracks to a spot where it is necessary to make a balancy leftward
move (5.8) to reach a large, thin flake. Climb beneath the flake for 40 feet (5.8) to a good ledge.
Now work rightward on blocks, then take a 5.7 chimney to reach Two Tree
Ledge.DESCENTTraverse south, then descend a rock step and through some trees to near a
stream gully. Descend dirty slabs for about 300 feet to where the gully narrows. Follow a climbing
path that traverses north (some down climbing) and leads to the base of the wall.BETA AND
CAVEATSSnow Creek Wall is where climbers toyed with the lexicon to communicate their craft.
Signal terms such as “chickenheads” (for knobs) became popular. Other words that have been
adopted throughout rock climbing include “sandbag,” “booty,” “beta,” “armbar,” “crimp,” “manky,”
and “smear.”The local goats have a tendency to make a meal from stashed backpacks; be sure
to hang them high in the surrounding trees.Bring a harmonica in case you follow a slow team,
and watch for ticks in the spring.Global WarmingGlobal warming is expected to occur throughout
the Cascade Range. Mountain vegetation zones are expected to slowly shift upward. Alpine
species are predicted to be driven upward and northward.The disruptive impacts of climate
change in North American mountains are already apparent, especially in shrinking glaciers. In
the Mountain West, areas that depend upon seasonal snowmelt and glacier runoff will face



severe water shortages. Trees in vast areas have died from warming-related beetle infestations.
Climbing routes are changing dramatically because of glacial recession. Rockfall has increased
on many routes as higher temperatures melt the ice that binds fractured rock to the wall, and
permafrost is lost. This is particularly evident in the Picket Range and Chilliwack group of peaks.
Recent climbers on Mt. Shuksan’s Price Glacier were unable to succeed because of glacier
breakup and crevasses.Forbidden Peak, East RidgePHOTO JOHN SCURLOCKForbidden
Peak: 8,815 f / 2,687 m.First Ascent: Lloyd Anderson, Jim Crooks, Dave Lind, Helmy Beckey,
and Fred Beckey on June 1, 1940.First Ascent of East Ridge: Fred Beckey, Ed Cooper, Don
Gordon, and Joe Hieb on May 25, 1958.Grade: II–III; class 5.8 (eight pitches).Gear: Bring a
small rack of nuts and cams, slings, and ice axes; crampons are optional.Time: 5 to 7 hours from
Boston Basin.Season: June to September.Information and Regulations: Backcountry permits
required for overnight camping. Obtain at National Park headquarters in Sedro Woolley or the
Marblemount ranger station, phone (360) 854–7200.Maps: U.S.G.S. Forbidden Peak and
Cascade Pass (1:24,000 topographic).Reference: Fred Beckey; Cascade Alpine Guide: Stevens
Pass to Rainy Pass; The Mountaineers Books, 2003.Throughout medieval times in the Alps,
superstition, mystique, avalanches, and robbers combined to hinder transalpine travel, but in the
North Cascades the barriers were simply topographic: bushy river valleys, cliff-filled lateral
canyons, precipitous rock ridges, and raging streams. Unlike herding paths in the Alps, trails
were rudimentary or did not exist, and the dense forest was littered with windfall. Early explorers
and mountaineers faced constant problems and great effort in simply moving from one valley to
the next. On the steep, tangled slopes, magnificent Douglas firs and hemlocks rise far above the
brambled understory, a jumble of trunks piled in chaos to impede human progress.Shortly after
you enter the deep valley of the Cascade River, its genesis reveals itself in myriad forms of
savagery. From a riverside thicket one can sight the beetling walls of Johannesburg Mountain, its
icefalls prone to fearsome cannonades at any hour of the day or night.The valley’s pristine
magnetism and its adjacent alluring peaks drew four climbers to pursue a new route on
picturesque Forbidden Peak in late spring 1958. Each aspirant had scaled the daunting peak’s
West Ridge route, and now sought a more technical challenge. Ed Cooper was stirred by the
magnificence of the pyramid’s singular east ridge. The tower-studded blade would make superb
photographs for his passion. Don Gordon, pensive and taciturn, subdued his exuberance, but
not his trustworthiness as a companion. I was regularly on patrol for new routes and thought of
as a guidebook “junkie,” now momentarily focused on the direct ridgeline. Joe Hieb, a talented
rock climber, forged wide-angle pitons in an electric oven shop.We followed the access road
past a cascade of roaring streams that filled chutes which in winter form devastating avalanche
paths. Below Soldier Boy Creek, broken and splintered trees were overrun by an irresistible
force. After emerging from a path that crossed cascades and cataracts, we ascended a steep
forest slope and soon were pleased to see bright avalanche lilies blooming through receding
snow patches in Boston Basin.After the original ascent of the peak by its west ridge, climbers
learned that in-cut gneissic holds on the northeast face provided the easiest route to the summit.



Suspecting that the direct East Ridge route might be so structured, our 1958 party ignored the
problem of crazy gendarmes until we faced them. All four of us felt gymnastic on that perfect day,
and took turns to outwit the ridge’s defenses. Pitch after pitch, we climbed either around or over
each obstacle, carefully employing a few pitons and slings on rock horns for roped safety. On
this razorlike ridgecrest, freeze-thaw cycles spalled rock fragments loose, yet left the large
gendarmes intact. Tiny “balance holds” appeared at the most difficult spots. Gordon
remembered that the last tower “had a scary quarter-inch ledge that we had to cross.” At about
100 feet from the horseback-size and lichened summit block, the rope ran out, and Cooper gave
a loud whoop to signify the finale of the untrodden route.
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Timothy Byrne, “Long awaited classic. We are fortunate that Fred managed to get in the last
must-climbs on his list. At 89 it wasn't clear that he'd manage that, but he apparently has.
Kudos to all the rope guns that have helped him along the way these past few years.The book is
everything you'd expect. The selection of climbs is decidedly not snobbish. It's based on the
appeal of the climbs, not technical challenges or bragging rights. It's got routes with 5.11
pitches, and it's got 5.fun routes like the Third Flatiron in Colorado's Front Range.The route
descriptions are terse but suffice to give one a good sense of the climb, and the featured rock
routes have hand drawn topos. Each climb also has a brief list of caveats that highlight hazards
or key route finding beta.Each description includes a personal memoir of Beckey's climbs on the
route along with notes on the history and geology of the area. For the most part these are
interesting. There are some nice sized photos of the routes themselves as well as some smaller
accent pictures of Fred and friends in action.Probably the best use for this book is to motivate
the climber bound to her or his home turf to seek out and plan trips to different places and
different rocks. There's certainly enough material here to base that sort of planning on.This
book makes a nice companion to Patagonia's classic books on Yosemite in the 60s and 70s. Mr
Chouinard is building a nice library of must have large format climbing tomes.The climbs
breakdown like this: Pacific NW - 16 featured climbs and 2 additional short descriptions, Alaska -
4 featured, BC Coast Range - 7 featured and 6 short, Canadian Rockies - 18 featured and 7
short, Wind River, Tetons and Wasatch Ranges: 1 featured and 4 short, CO Front Range: 8
featured and 3 short, Sierra Nevada South: 7 featured and 3 short, Sierra Nevada North: 10
featured and 8 short, Southwest: 13 featured and 6 short, Appalachians and Mexico: 4 featured.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fred Beckey's answer to 50 Classic Climbs. This book is very much in the
spirit of Steck & Roper's 50 Classic Climbs - a blend of climbing history, geography,
photography, route descriptions and practical advice. (About a dozen of the same routes appear
in both books.) The big difference, of course, is that Fred Beckey has done all of these climbs
himself. It's clearly not intended as an actual guidebook - it's a big, heavy hardcover; most of the
descriptions are quite terse; and many routes lack topos - but there's more than enough
information here to whet the appetite of climbing enthusiasts, and for many of us there's
inspiration for several lifetimes of adventures (few people can hope to emulate Fred Beckey and
climb all these routes in a single lifetime). In terms of technical difficulty, almost all of these
routes are accessible to average climbers (very few of them are harder than 5.10), but technical
difficulty is not the only challenge, since many of them are on big, remote mountains. However,
roadside crags like Boulder's Third Flatiron and Eldorado Canyon make their appearance as
well. One disappointment is that there aren't as many photos as one could hope for, and many of
them are very small, which is surprising for a large coffee-table book.”



mary, “fred beckey's 100 favorite N. American climbs. This book was a christmas gift for my son
who is an avid climber; he requested it.. When if arrived I was impressed with its attractiveness,
easily a "coffee table" variety.He was very pleased to receive it and I know will enjoy "dreaming"
his way through it.”

Paul, “Great reference and entertaining read.. Fred Beckey. One of the foremost great pioneers
of American mountain climbing. I enjoy the stories and the history that go with the desriptions of
the climbs. He makes you feel like you're there.”

tsw, “Beckey Rules. If you climb in the Northwest, you have likely climbed routes pioneered by
Fred Beckey. Truly a living legend. This is a great volume for anyone interested in doing more
great routes across North America. This is a large, hardbound volume that will serve you well at
home planning your adventures before you head into the field. Kudos to Fred Beckey!”

Treve, “Loved the book. Loved the book, more detail and knowledge of both the mountain and
the soul on those who undertake the awesome challenges of " topping"”

Bruce Haines, “Great narrative, first class and important routes and wonderful .... A classic!
Great narrative, first class and important routes and wonderful photos. A must for a climbers
library.”

Clint Landrock, “Great coffee table book for climbers. This is a great book by a living legend in
North American climbing. It's not only a fun read for the stories, photos and history, but it also
has some great insight from Beckey on these routes along with valuable beta and topos. If you
like climbing and beautiful books you wont go wrong with this.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 47 people have provided feedback.
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